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How Can We Reduce Problem Behaviors?



Overview 
I. Importance of Collecting Data 

II. Anecdotal Reports

 Understanding the Functions of Maladaptive Behavior

III. Data Collection Made Easy 

 Permanent Product

 Frequency

 Partial / Whole Interval 

 Duration

 Latency

 Momentary Time Sampling

IV. Importance of Reliability

V. Plotting Data and Using Single Case Designs to 
Demonstrate Behavioral Change



Part I

The Importance of Collecting Data

 Precise Observation of Behavior Enables Educators to:

 Establish a baseline level of performance.

 Determine the success or failure of intervention.

 Make decisions and alterations during course of program.

 Provide accountability



Qualitative Methods of Data Collection 

 Interviews 

 Surveys

 Ethnographic Observation

 Observer or only watches what is occurring

 Participant-Observer Approach

 Observer joins the target social  group and participates                      
in activities



Quantitative Observation

1. Goal is to measure (e.g., count) specific behaviors

2. Behavior observed is precisely defined

3. Prior to observation, procedures for gathering objective 
& replicable info have been developed.

4. Times & Places for observation are carefully selected

5. Ways in which behavior will be quantified are specified 
prior to observation  



Types of Observations

 Obtrusive vs Unobtrusive

 Unobtrusive preferred because:  

1. People often reluctant to engage in certain types of behavior 

if others are looking

2. Presence of observer alters the observation situation.

 Contrived vs Naturalistic

Counselor’s office vs. classroom



 Any observable and measurable act of an 

individual.

 Also called a response

 Example: Timmy picks his nose during 

academic seatwork.

Behavior



 Behavior (Adaptive & Maladaptive) is learned

 Learning occurs as a result of consequences of behavior

 Primary emphasis is placed on:

 present environmental conditions maintaining behavior.

 establishing & verifying functional relationships between such conditions & 

behavior.

Basic Concepts of Behavior 



Other Benefits of Defining Target 

Behavior and Collecting Data

 Enables staff to focus on interaction between the environment and 
student rather than just blaming the student. 

 Describes what staff want students to do in an unmistakable 
manner so that others can assist in their efforts 

 Enables staff to develop an appropriate intervention

 Enables staff to determine the effectiveness of an intervention 

 Helps staff develop individualized education program (IEP) 
behavioral goals and objectives, conduct functional behavior 
assessments, and communicate with others more effectively (e.g., 
parents, other teachers, guidance counselors)



Defining Behavior

 Topography of Behavior

 Function of Behavior

 (CA GRAAPES)

 Measurable Characteristics of Behavior

 Duration

 Latency

 Frequency

 Amplitude



Sampling Behavior

 Across Contexts

 Different Settings

 Times

 Whole Interval Recording

 Partial Interval Recording

 Momentary Time Sampling

 Behaviors



Types of Behavior Observed

Harmful Behavior
 Self Injurious or Physically Dangerous

Stereotypic Behavior

Rocking

 Infrequent or Absent Desirable Behavior.

Normal Behavior Exhibited in Inappropriate 
Contexts



Selection of Behaviors to Assess

 Social Significance

 Obtaining individual opinion of persons affected by the 
behaviors (e.g., rocking self stim behavior)

 Clinical Significance

 Behavior that deviates from established normative levels (e.g., 
social, educational, developmental) 

 Appears to be chronic

 Results in some form of impairment.

 Organizational Significance

 Behavior that affects the well being of an organization (e.g., 
gossiping, tattling).

 Personal Significance

 Behaviors that matter to individual interested in changing some 
aspect of their lives (e.g., diet, smoking)



Importance of Social Validation

 Are the goals of the intervention relevant to everyday life?

 Are the intervention procedures acceptable to consumers and 

the community at large?

 Are the outcomes of the intervention important, and make a 

difference in the everyday lives of individuals?

 Social Comparison: Identifies a peer group of client, to determine 

performance difference of target behavior (e.g., depression).

 Subjective Evaluation: Solicits opinions of others whose expertise 
with the client enable them to evaluate characteristics



Defining the Target Behavior

 3 Criteria for Operationalized Behavior

Objectivity: Measure refers to observable 
characteristics of behavior 

Clarity: Definition so ambiguous it could be read, 
repeated, and paraphrased by observer. 

Completeness: Delineation of the boundary 
conditions so that the responses to be 
included/excluded are enumerated.



Potted Plant Test

If a plant can do it, it’s not behavior

“Jimmy doesn’t listen”; “Jimmy doesn’t 

do any work”.

- What does he do instead?

- What do you want him to do?



Example: Observable/Measurable

Definition of Behavior

General Description : Tom is disruptive.

 Concrete Definition: Tom makes inappropriate 

comments during class discussion (e.g., “This is 

dumb”; “This stuff is boring”).



Stranger Test

Is the definition clear enough that if 

someone who didn’t know the student 

read it, they could observe and 

correctly determine whether or not it 

occurred?



Examples of an Operationalized 

Target Behavior

 Poor Example:

 Janya does not do her classwork.

 Operationalized Target Behavior

 Janya frequently talks to peers, does unassigned 

tasks, or calls out for help. 



Examples of an Operationalized 
Target Behavior

 Poor Example:

 Tim does not pay attention in math class.

 Operationalized Target Behavior

 Tim looks around the room during math class, or 

looks at his desk.



Part II

Anecdotal Reports

 Provide a complete description as possible of a student’s 
behavior in a particular setting or during an instructional 
period.

Describe setting in detail

Differentiate fact from your opinion

Describe everything student says/does

Helps identify function (purpose) of behavior



Antecedent

 Occurs immediately before the target behavior. 

Called a discriminative stimulus (sets the 

occasion for a behavior)

 What is the trigger?

 Example: Tom becomes withdrawn and refuses to 

talk with his classmates anytime a peer makes fun 

of an incorrect response he gives during class.



 Any stimulus presented contingent on a particular response

1. Consequences which give Rewards increase a behavior. 

2. Consequences which give Punishments decrease a behavior. 

3. Consequences which give neither Rewards nor Punishments extinguish 
a behavior. 

 Example: Sandy completes all of her homework for the week and 
earns an “A” for her homework grade.

Consequence 



A, B, C’s of Behavior
 Antecedent (Stimulus): a stimulus that precedes a behavior.

 Behavior: Any observable and measurable act of an 
individual.

 Consequence: Any stimulus presented contingent on a 
particular behavior.



Anecdotal (A-B-C) Analysis:

Advantages:

1. Helps identify specific target behaviors of concern.

2. Identifies if a behavior occurs frequently

3. Can reinforcement of behavior be identified?

4. Can the antecedents be identified?

5. Is there a pattern of antecedents (stimuli) that precipitates the behavior?

6. Are there recurring chains of behavior?

7. What or whose behavior really needs to be modified? 

Disadvantages:

Caution: ABC Chart data is only correlational which means the causal relation cannot be confirmed



Understanding Functions of Maladaptive Behavior

CA - GRAPES

 Communication

 Attention

 Gratification

 Revenge

 Acceptance

 Power

 Escape

 Stimulation



Communication



Attention

 “Misbehavior becomes cyclical. I misbehave therefore I get 

attention. I want attention therefore I misbehave. The cycle needs to 

be broken.” Michael Grose – Parenting Expert



Gratification



Revenge



Acceptance



Power

 Bullying

 Breath Holding

 Cyanotic Breath Holding Spell - Lips, tongue, face or body 
show bluish discoloration. 

 Pallid Breath Holding Spell - Child becomes pale and floppy.

 Breath-holding rare before 6 months of age. Peaks as children 
enter the twos, and disappears by age five. 

 Spells occur sporadically, but when they do occur, it is not 
uncommon for there to be several spells within a single day. 



Escape
Moses!!! Knock 
it off and take 

your bath!



(Under & Over) Stimulation



Part III 

Data Collection Made Easy

 Permanent Product 

 Event Recording

 Interval Recording

 Partial / Whole / Momentary 

 Duration Recording

 Latency Recording

 Locus 

 Topography



Steps for Conducting Systematic Observations

1. Define Target Behavior

2. Select Contexts

3. Select an Observation Schedule

4. Develop Recording Procedures

5. Select the Means of Observation



What is a Permanent Product?

 Real or concrete objects or outcomes that result from a behavior

 (e.g., # of completed arithmetic, art projects, creative writing 

assignments)



Advantages / disadvantages of permanent product 

recording?

 Advantage: 

 You do not need to observe the student while s/he is engaging in the 
behavior.

 Teachers  can use without any major changes to their daily activities 
and responsibilities.

 PP can be filed or stored for review or verification later as needed. 

 Best method to use when the behavior that you are looking at results 
in a lasting product or outcome

 When you don't have time to observe the behavior

 Caution: 

 Not always clear whether the student actually created the product.



What is Event (Frequency) Recording?

 Used when behavior is discrete

Obvious beginning & end

 Event recording can be used if your objective is to increase or 
decrease the number of times a behavior occurs.

 When the behavior that you are looking at can be easily 
counted

 Behavior can be easily counted when: 

 Behavior has a clear beginning and end so that you can easily tell 
when the behavior starts and when it ends, 

and

 It does not happen at such a high rate that it is hard to document. 



Advantages of Event Recording

 Advantage

 Easy to implement 

 Can be used while teaching class.

 Caution

 Not as helpful when behavior occurs at a 

really high rate or over extended periods of time



Interval Recording

Partial Interval

Whole Interval

Time Sampling



What is whole interval recording?

 Interval recording strategy involves observing whether a behavior 

occurs or does not occur during specified time periods

 Observer is interested in behavior that occurs during the entire 

interval.



• Behaviors that may continue for 

several periods (e.g., out of seat)

Whole Interval



Advantages of Whole Interval Recording

 Advantage:

 Provides an estimate of the duration of a behavior 

 Provides information about where behaviors are occurring or 
not occurring within an observational session.

 Used when behavior you are looking at is not easily counted, 

 Difficult to tell exactly when the behavior begins or when it ends, 

or 

Occurs at such a high rate that it is difficult to keep count. 

 Caution: Requires an observer's undivided attention



What is partial interval recording?

 Interval recording strategy involves observing whether a 

behavior occurs or does not occur during specified time 

periods.

• Recording occurrences of discrete behavior (e.g., cursing, hitting) that does not 

consume the entire period.



Advantages of Partial Interval Recording

 Advantage:

 Provides an estimate of frequency and duration of a behavior, 

and provides information about where behaviors are occurring 

across observational sessions

 Used when behavior is not easily counted (e.g., high rate)

 Uses when it’s difficult to tell exactly when the behavior begins or 

when it ends.

 Bused for behavior that happens so quickly that it is hard to catch 

(the behavior itself does not last for a long time).

 Caution:

 Requires an observer's undivided attention.



Time Sampling

 Student is observed only at the end of the interval

 Periods are typically longer (e.g., minutes vs 
seconds)



Advantages and Disadvantages of Time Sampling

 Advantage:

 Easy to implement

 Teacher can do it themselves

 Disadvantage:

 Not very accurate



Duration Recording

Used when primary concern is the length of time a 
student engages in a particular behavior

Average Duration

Used when student performs target behavior routinely

Average duration of behavior for a class period or day.

Example: Tim’s average duration in the bathroom is 15 minutes

 Total Duration

How long a student engages in a behavior for a specific 
time period.

Example: John is out of his seat for an average of 15 minutes 
during a 50 minute math class.





Advantages of Duration Recording?

 Advantage:

 Useful when you are interested in how long a behavior lasts.

 Can also record frequency since you are writing down every episode that 

occurs.

 Can be used when a behavior occurs at a high rate and tends to include 

behaviors that are harder to measure using event recording (e.g., 

tantrums).



What is Latency recording?
 Measures how long a student takes to begin performing a behavior 

once it has been requested.

 It takes Susan an average of 8 minutes to get her math book out  after the 

class bell has rung.



Advantages of Latency Recording

 Advantages:

 Very useful when interested in length of time between a 
specific cue, event, or verbal prompt and the occurrence of a 
behavior.

 Can tell you whether a student is getting better at starting to 
work on in-class assignments when prompted to begin 
working

 Use when a behavior has a clear beginning so that you can 
tell exactly when the behavior starts.

 Can be used to prevent problem behavior by identifying the 
length of time between a triggering event (also called an 
antecedent) and the occurrence of problem behavior



Topography

 Describes the “shape” of the behavior, or what it looks like.

 b vs. p   or  p vs. q

 Lance bites his fingers whenever he becomes agitated with peers or 

staff members



Force

The intensity of a specific behavior.

Frequently requires a qualitative description 
that is difficult to measure.

Diana screams so loudly that her tantrums 
interfere with the learning environment of the 
neighboring classrooms . 

(e.g., does not measure decibels)



Locus

 Describes where a behavior occurs 

 Environment 

 Susan sits under his desk in the language arts classroom

 Part of body

 Tonya sits on her hands during academic instruction..



Behavior

Concern of 
Numerical 

Dimension of 
Behavior

Discrete

EVENT
RECORDING

Discrete or 
Continuous 

Occurring at 
High Frequency

INTERVAL 
RECORDING

Occurring at 
Moderate 

Frequency

TIME SAMPLING

Concern Related to 
Temporal 

Dimension of Bx.

Prior to 
Response 
Initiation 

LATENCY 
RECORDING

Time between 
response & 
termination

DURATION 
RECORDING



Part IV

Inter-Rater or Inter-Observer Reliability



Types of Error in Data Collection
 Random Error

 Lack of Familiarity with the Recording System

 Insufficient Time to Record

 Lack of Concentration

 Systematic Error

 Guard Against Unintended Changes in the Observation Process 

 Observer Drift

 Desensitize Students

 Overt Measurement can Alter Behavior

 Minimize Observer Expectancies

 Keep Observers Blind to the Purpose

 Motivate Observers

 Provide Rewards & Feedback



Agreement vs. Accuracy

 Agreement refers to evaluation of how well data 

from separate observers correspond.

 Accuracy refers to whether the observer’s data 

reflect the client’s actual performance.



Guidelines for Conducting Agreements

 Agreement needs to be assessed within each 
phase of the investigation.

 Preferably at least a few times within each phase

Generally accepted standard is to conduct 
agreement checks for at least 30% of observations.



Calculate Frequency Ratio

Elizabeth  observed Danny throw a tantrum 
during English class for 43 minutes. 

Julie observed Danny throw the same 
tantrum but recorded it occurred for a total 
duration of 47 minutes.

Calculate the Frequency Ratio for the 
observations.

Is this an acceptable Interobserver
Agreement Ratio?



Calculating Reliability of Duration & Latency

Shorter # of minutes x  100 = % of Agreement

Longer # of minutes

43 minutes x  100 = 91.5% Agreement

47 minutes



Frequency Ratio

 Frequency Ratio = Smaller Total 

Larger Total      x  100



Calculate Frequency Ratio

Greg observed Timmy picking his nose 7 
times during a 30 minute observation during 
math class.

Julie observed Timmy pick his nose 9 times 
during the same observation period.

Calculate the Frequency Ratio for the 
observations.

Is this an acceptable Interobserver
Agreement Ratio?



Calculating Frequency Ratio

 Frequency Ratio = Smaller Total 

Larger Total   x  100

 Frequency Ratio = 7  

9   x  100 = 77.8%



Reliability for Interval Recording or Time Sampling

 Point by Point Agreement Ratio

Agreements_____  x  100 = Agreement 

+ Disagreement



Calculate Point by Point Agreement Ratio
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Calculate Point by Point Agreement Ratio
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Reliability for Interval Recording or Time Sampling

 Point by Point Agreement

A___ x  100 = % of Agreement

A + D

3__

3 + 4 x  100 = 43%



Sources of Bias

 changes when people realize they are being 
observed

Observer Drift
Tendency of observers to change manner in which 

they apply definitions of behavior over time

Observer Expectancies
If observers are led to expect change, they may 

be more likely to see it.

Complexity of Observation
Greater # of different behaviors observed, the 

lower the interobserver agreement.



Part V

Plotting Data & Using Single Case Designs
 AB Design

 Reversal Design

 Changing Conditions Design

 Changing Criterion Design 

 Multiple Baseline Design

 Alternating Treatment Design



AB Simple Comparison 

Design

This method has one baseline and one 
treatment phase

 It is a poor design because it doesn’t do a 
good job of establishing a functional
relationship between the independent and 
dependent variables

Some other variable could have happened 
at the same time as the treatment that 
could have caused the change in behavior



Sample AB Design

A

Baseline

B

Intervention 

In this example, we can see that the frequency of call outs in class decreased once 

the intervention began.

Days 
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ABAB Reversal Design

 A much better design and one that many of you 
will use

 There is a Baseline phase, a Treatment phase, and 
then the cycle is repeated with a second Baseline 
phase and a second Treatment phase

 If the behavior returns to something close to 
baseline and then changes again with the second 
treatment phase, you have established a functional 
relationship between your Independent and 
Dependent variables

 Caution: Sometimes it is unethical to use this design because it would do harm to 
withdraw the treatment



A-B-A Design
Also known as a reversal design, involves discontinuing the intervention and 

returning to a baseline

A           B           A            B



Sometimes a  behavior is so severe the researcher can’t wait to establish a 

baseline and must begin with an intervention. In this case, a B-A-B design is 

used. The intervention is followed by a baseline followed by the intervention. 
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Changing Conditions 

(Multiple Treatment or ABC) Design

Used to investigate the effects of two or more

treatments on the behavior of a student.

Useful for teachers who find it necessary to try 

multiple interventions before finding one that 

works.

 If you try one treatment (B) and it doesn’t work, 

you can try a second treatment (C) and then 

alternate that second treatment with baseline 

to finish your experiment.



A-B-C-B-C Design



Changing Criterion Design

 This treatment is used when it is desirable to make a 
gradual change in a behavior over time

 A baseline is taken and then a criterion or goal is set 
that is slightly less (or higher) than the average of 
the baseline

 If that criterion is met for a specified period of time 
(e.g. 3 days), the criterion is lowered (or raised) a 
little more and if that goal is met, it will be lowered 
again.

 The “intervention” of a punisher would be used 
when the subject fails to meet the goal



Changing Criterion Design 



Techniques for Choosing First Interim Level

1. Set at, and then increased by an amount equal to the 

mean of the stable portion of the baseline.

 Used when student performance is very low

2. Set at half the mean of the baseline

3. Selecting highest/lowest level of baseline performance.

 Assumption that if s/he can perform at that  level once, they 

should  be able to replicate

4. Based on professional estimate.



Multiple Baseline Design

 This method is used when you have two or more 
subjects, settings, or behaviors in your study.

 You might use this if you have several children in a family 
whose behaviors need to be measured, or if you want to 
measure the behavior at home AND at school (2 settings)

With this method, the treatment is implemented for 
each subject, setting, or behavior at different points 
in time.

 Involves the systematic addition of behaviors, subjects, or 
settings

 Used when baseline cannot be recovered



Multiple Baseline Design



Alternating Treatments 

(Alternating Conditions) Design

 Allows comparison of the effectiveness of more than one intervention

strategy on a single dependent variable.



Criteria for Visual Inspection 

1. Changes in Means

2. Changes in Level 

3. Changes in Trend

4. Changes in Variability



Part V

Case Study DANIEL
 Please work in Groups of 4 – 5 people to answer the following 

questions.

1. What specific target behavior would your team address to help 
Daniel be more successful in school?  

2. What method of data collection will your team use to measure his 
performance?

3. Assume an ABC Observation was conducted, and the team 
believes attention is the perceived function for Daniel’s 
maladaptive behavior. What intervention would your team 
recommend to modify his behavior? 

4. What single case design will your team implement to measure the 
efficacy of your intervention?
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